
 

ICENIAN CROWN STOLEN ! 

In an unprecedented attack, 
numerous undead are report-
ed to have rifted directly into 
the throne room in Cil 
Cilurion, attacking King 
Nevin and Queen Sonia. 
These undead were not your 
average shambling hordes of 
zombies or even spectral 
undead typically encountered 
by those brave enough to call 
themselves “adventurers.” 
No. These were lightning 
quick, and very strong, and 

for some reason, targeted the 
monarchs specifically.  

Caught somewhat flatfooted 
by the surprise attack, the 
royal guard scrambled to de-
fend, but with so many, it 
took them time to fight their 
way to the king and queen. In 
that time, both were knocked 
unconscious, and the crown of 
Icenia stolen right off King 
Nevin’s head. It then became 
apparent that this was their 
target, as the moment they 

acquired it, the undead rifted 
out as suddenly as they had ap-
peared.  

Thankfully no lives were lost, 
but the queen immediately 
threw a Haven of the Living 
upon the castle, and doubled 
the royal guard. It’s impossible 
to tell at this time where the 
creatures could have taken the 
crown, but it is theorized to be 
the same minions that once ac-
companied a dark creature 
known as Aelin Mor. 
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pin.  A massive operation 
had been planned and was 
already underway.  The 
adventurers quickly gath-
ered their belongings and 
were  transported directly 
to Thessi by the mysterious 
Castle Eidelon.  Once there 
a small army of Panther-
ghasts had to be bested be-
fore any foothold could be 
established. 

Over the next 24 hours 
daring raids were per-
formed coordinating with 
other troops and ships that 
were landing. The Ashbans 
proved adept at achieving 
their goals.  Over the 
course of the day many 
slaves were freed.  Tens 
became dozens, dozens be-

came hundreds.  It was a 
great day against a vile prac-
tice. 

As the Icenian forces were 
preparing for a fine tuned 
push they were separately  
made aware of new dryad 
elders and a new Thessi 
emperor.  After a series of 
confrontations, an olive 
branch was extended to the 
new necromancy and slav-
ery free Thessi, yet the Dry-
ads destroyed the Island in 
their anger.  Ashban forces 
escaped, but the island was 
lost.  Over the last month 
Tens of thousands of resur-
rections have occurred 
throughout Ashbury as peo-
ple from all across the con-
tinent have resurrected. 

Late in the month of Drag-
on, King Nevin and Queen 
Sonia called the Nobles and 
Adventurers of Asbury to-
gether in Fairdale. 

Queen Sonia herself showed 
up with members of her 
court.  She made two very 
big announcements.  First, 
with Icenia again being un-
der the care of a King and 
Queen, the Ordo Aurum 
was dissolved as its task was 
deemed complete. Nevis 
Honorium of the former 
Ordo Aurum  joined her at 
the table as a now Royal 
Knight.   

The second announcement 
was that Thessi was about to 
be invaded, and the adven-
turers were to be the lynch-

BY ANORA BRIGHTMEADOW 



HERE IS A 
COMPILATION 

OF REPORTS WE 
HAVE HEARD 

FROM VARIOUS 
MERCHANT AND 

MILITARY 
SOURCES 
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T IDAL WAVES WREAK HAVOC   

Camulan Isles 
Able to see the wave coming 
from several leagues away on 
the horizon. As a seafaring 
people they have procedures 
in place for evacuation of both 
vessels and people. Land mass 
entirely overrun by wave 
since they are low-lying sand-
bar reef islands. 
 
Saribdis 
Minor coastal flooding, ports 
impacted by strong tidal 
shifts. 
Galanthia 
Ports impacted by strong tidal 
shifts. 
Plains of Rage 
Inland lake becomes connect-
ed to the bay to the east dur-
ing high tides, separated again 
at low tides. Lake itself is 
brackish and unusable for 
irrigation and drinking water. 
Small communities of people 
or monsters around it have 
been forced to find new 
sources of fresh water. 
Imladar 
Minor coastal flooding, ports 
impacted by strong tidal 
shifts. 
Amissara 
Minor coastal flooding, ports 
impacted by strong tidal 
shifts. 
Honua 
Some pretty intense surfing 
conditions on the southern 
coast for a few days. 
 
Duchy of Evorra 
Able to see the wave coming 
from several leagues away 
over the horizon. As a seafar-
ing people they have proce-
dures in place for evacuation 
of both vessels and people. 

Loss of life minimal but there 
is severe damage to coastal 
infrastructure. Swamp delta 
on the southern end of the 
Barony of Zynn is filled in by 
sediment deposits. 
 
Duchy of Ashbury 
 
Blythedale 
Dragonheart - evacuation 
orders from Lord Jonathan, 
high tide flooding but no 
storm damage 
Nordenn 
Port Frederick - becomes a 
tidal swamp. Has a sizable 
economic impact: trade roads 
will have to become ferry 
routes. Flood damage within 
Port Frederick itself, but re-
cedes with tide. Port func-
tional again after three days. 

Ash Forest 

South Point - Severe flood 
damage to town, port, and 
military installations at the 
southern tip. Loss of revenue 
from tourism and needing to 
replace military infrastructure 
and housing. Some locals dis-
placed. 
Synvia - roughly a quarter of 
its coastline washed away, and 
another quarter of it sub-
merged. 
Corrheim 
Bits of inland river swelling 
from tidal creep, but other-
wise untouched 
Ducal Fiefs 
High tide flooding may cause 
some water damage, but no 
violent activity. May have to 
bail out some cellars and 
some loss of inventory, but 
minor comparatively. 

As is the talk of almost all in 
Icenia, the Thessi Isle has 
been sent to the bottom of 
the sea. 

Queen Sonia herself ordered 
the evacuation of all costal 
areas and she was wise to do 
so.  Here is a compilation of 
reports we have heard from 
various merchant and military 
sources as to the damage that 
has been done in the wake of 
this disaster. 

Sarr Kingdoms 

Bobwabe- completely sub-
merged swamplands, all but 
ceases to exist. Landmass is 
~40 ft under sea level, and all 
the tall vegetation and struc-
tures crushed by the tidal 
force of the island-sinking 
Tsunami. 
Junjeq- Rivers and central 
lake swell to approx double 
size. Eastern quarter of Junjeq 
becomes swampland (”New 
Bobwabe”). That strange 100-
degree bend on the southern 
coast is now a bay.  
All other Kingdoms- Coastal 
flooding, generally slowed by 
the incredible levels of vege-
tation present. 
Home 
Southern half of the kingdom 
flooded, northern half is now 
an island. 
Vacarran Isles 
Able to see the wave coming 
from several leagues away on 
the horizon. As a seafaring 
people they have procedures 
in place for evacuation of both 
vessels and people. Land mass 
entirely overrun by wave 
since they are low-lying sand-
bar reef islands. 



 

power, lead the Ashbans to the 
hiding location of one of the Elder 
Liches who replaced the Thessi 
Council (causing the remaining 
two to scatter), and took ad-
vantage of the Icenian forces on 
Thessi to bring the Emperor out 
in public where he was undefend-
ed, and used the opportunity to 
take him from power. 

Sturrax declared himself the New 
Emperor of Thessi, and offered 
the Icenians the opportunity to 
obliterate the former Emperor. 

EMPEROR OF THESSI DEPOSED BY OWN SON 

After extended discussion, Stur-
rax claimed he was making the 
gesture in good faith, as he could 
“do it quicker” himself.  Intrigued, 
the Ashbans declined the offer.  

Sturrax then called upon the pow-
er of his Blood to obliterate 
Bernd, who permanently died. 

Bernd Thrommel, the Emperor 
of Thessi, has been an Enemy of 
Icenia ever since the Duchy of 
Ashbury arrived nearly thirty 
years ago.  The on-again, off-again 
war with Thessi has finally ended 
with Emperor being deposed. 

Sturrax Thrommel, son of the 
former Emperor, appears to have 
engineered the downfall of the 
ruling elite of the Empire for 
many years. According to reports, 
he claimed to have worked to 
remove the Thessi Council from 

WHITE ROSE PAYS FOR CRIMES 

ment with a known criminal, 
and brokered a deal with Hol-
lander: When the operation 
was completed, he would 
turn himself in for an Oblite-
ration which would be con-
sidered a “collected sentence” 
for all White Rose activities 
and agents. Once the Oblite-
ration was served, Hollander 
and all White Rose operatives 
would be considered cleared 
of past crimes, known and 
unknown. He agreed, and the 
White Rose assisted the He-
roes in freeing nearly one 
thousand slaves from the is-
land before its destruction.  

True to his word, Darrian 

Hollander arrived in Cil 
Cilurion for sentencing. The 
Obliteration was too much 
force for his spirit to survive, 
and he permanently died. 

 According to all reports, the 
loss of the Cell Master, timed 
with the destruction of the 
last major pro-slavery nation 
and the clearing of all of its 
agents, has led to the dissolu-
tion of the White Rose Socie-
ty.  One can only wonder 
where such persons will end 
up next. 

One of the principle agents 
the Icenian forces relied on 
for intelligence and moving 
slaves to safekeeping during 
the Thessi Operations was 
Darrian Hollander, Cell Di-
rector for the White Rose 
Society.  

Having apparently entered 
into an agreement with Her 
Majesty prior to meeting the 
Heroes of Icenia, Darrian 
Hollander agreed to use his 
agents to help clear slaves 
from the island as quickly as 
the Icenian forces could free 
them. Her Majesty was reti-
cent to make such an arrange-
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STURRAX DECLARED 

HIMSELF THE NEW 

EMPEROR OF THESSI, 

AND OFFERED THE 

ICENIANS THE 

OPPORTUNITY TO 

OBLITERATE THE 

FORMER EMPEROR.  

BY RICHARD GILESBIE 

BAD TO WORSE? 

Atropa replaced by two even 
more insane dryads? 

The being known as Atropa, 
who had questionably been 
both on the side of and against 
the Icenian Heroes, has appar-
ently been forced back into a 
dormant state.  

Late last month, a few dryads 
(including Dame Kailani and 
Kialda) felt an urgent calling 
from Atropa. When they ar-
rived with much of the town 
in tow, they found Atropa’s 
form in a husked state. Two 
dryads of immense power 
were present, and declared 

that while Atropa had shown 
promise, she was “too leni-
ent” in dealing with surface 
problems. They promised to 
cleanse the world, which they 
delivered on in short order 
with the destruction of the 
Island of Thessi. 

BY SEYMOUR BLUEBERRY 

BY B FEATHERBOTTOM  



 

        My name is Kialda Loa, 
and I am a Child of Autumn. I 
write publicly to offer my all in 
establishing peace and consol-
ing those hurt from recent and 
modern tragedy.  It is highly 
likely that the incredibly expe-
dited growth of nature in the 
South is due to the same power 
that caused these island and 
shore catastrophes.  It has been 
shown as an intentional, willed 
force of nature's power. I hon-
estly admit that this devastation 
was caused by two whom I call 
brother and sister. 
 
To my friends, all fellow ad-
venturers and citizens: 
 
        Please hear me and know 
that I care. There is rage. We 
must react with calm. There is 
violence. We must react with 
peace. Through temperance, 
we will see natural thriving. 
We must not let fear, bitter-
ness, anger or despair pre-
vail.  Those are not the answers 
that will bring peace and pros-
perity. I see the devastation. I 
weep for those lost and I offer 
my assistance in the recovery. I 
am beginning by seeking peace 
within and among my people, 
and I will come to the aid of 
citizens as I am able. Know that 
I have seen homes lost and 
homes rebuilt, and I am here 
for you all with tenacity and 
longevity. I aim to recover, 
nurture, and grow together. 
        I have plainly and consist-
ently expressed my love for my 
friends and this modern world, 
but with sincerity I clarify that 
this love is not unconditional. 
See the rage of the Earth, and 

know that use of necromancy 
and destruction of the forest 
caused this. Know that there is 
power in nature that needs to 
be  respected. Please do not 
fear, but heed that reacting 
with haste and aggression 
against a power so ancient and 
all-consuming will not bring 
the peace you seek. Do not 
retaliate against the growth of 
nature, but seek to understand 
and work with it. I ask this of 
you from the bottom of my 
heart.  Take time to consider 
options that focus on harmoni-
ous growth with nature as an 
ally, not a resource. 
 
To my most zealous brother 
and sister, to whom I speak 
publicly so that my ideals are 
plainly understood:   
 
        I see your anger. Do you 
see your destruction? Instead 
of learning from and allying 
with those who would advo-
cate for and protect you, you 
have caused them despair. I 
understand you are consumed 
by the rage and anguish the 
Earth has felt in her gradual 
destruction over the past cen-
turies. The cry of nature has 
deafened your ears to the cries 
of the innocent. I know you 
have watched our family and 
our Earth ravaged by failure 
and ignorance for hundreds of 
years. I know. I see you. And I 
understand how you have felt 
unseen by the modern races. 
Know that they can see you, 
but only if you let them. Their 
ignorance or misunderstanding 
does not negate their inno-
cence or imply unforgivable 

guilt. You must let them see 
you for who you are, for what 
nature intended us to be. We 
are not awake to destroy. We 
are awake to grow. To evolve. 
To mutually learn and educate. 
        Are you able to see me? 
Are you ready to listen to the 
call of nature in the modern 
world? Your anger blinds you. 
Do you not believe in the eter-
nal fortitude of nature? Do you 
not think the Earth can grow 
and adjust and prevail in peace 
and harmony? Cyclical growth 
and evolution is the way of the 
natural world. 
        If nothing else, know this: 
By retaliating against the mod-
ern world in such a destructive 
way, you harden the hearts of 
those that would protect and 
advocate for you. You instill in 
them the same blind rage and 
inability to understand. They 
cannot see you. Like this, you 
do not allow them to see you. 
This is not the way to save the 
Earth.  
 
In closing, I share insight I re-
cently learned from a friend of 
mine, a Biata: There are those 
who, while having no natural 
ability to hear the cries of the 
forest and no intrinsic connec-
tion to the Earth, will do all 
they can to protect to Earth 
and help the forest thrive. With 
no prompting, external or in-
ternal, they behave respectfully 
and carefully, and are a shining 
example of modern living 
amongst nature.  
 
(continued on next page) 

A CALL TO PEACE  

PLEASE HEAR 

ME AND KNOW 

THAT I CARE .   

 

THERE IS RAGE .  

WE MUST 

REACT WITH 

CALM .   
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BY KIALDA LOA 



 

outpost. Thessi forces em-
ployed Necromantic forces in 
an attempt to wear down our 
strike team, they were re-
pulsed. A covert night attack 
by highly trained Undead and 
Gryphons caused several res-
urrections, including myself. 
The so-called Emperor of the 
Thessi suffered a permanent 
death by the hand of his son. 
Two Dryads used a yet 
known power to sink of the 
island of Thessi, causing the 
deaths of everyone still on 
Thessi. 

 On behalf of Imladar, I 
would like to openly thank 
every single person that par-

BLOOD AND HONOR 

ticipated in the campaign. 
You were all instrumental in 
defeating a foe that has been a 
thorn in our side for a great 
many years. I look forward to 
working together to bury our 
other enemies, so we may 
enjoy a time of peace for all 
people. 

  

Honorably, 

Squire Altohtaro Armand 

Northern Imladar Regional 
Command - Special Forces 
Division, Ohtar 

Imladari Ambassador Pro 
Tempore to the Duchy of 
Ashbury 

Free People of Tar’Navaria, 

  

The reign of the monstrous 
Thessi has come to a screech-
ing halt. I have made an offi-
cial accounting below, on 
behalf of the Kingdom of Im-
ladar, so all will know the 
truth. 

 The combined forces of Ice-
nia banded together with the 
might of Imladar to strike a 
fatal blow. A spear-tip of 
highly skilled adventurers was 
used to establish a beach head 
on the Thessi mainland. 
Fighting alongside the other 
adventurers and nobles, we 
were able to capture a local 

A CALL TO PEACE (PART 2) 

rant of the ways in which the 
Earth cries, who fail to see 
the ultimate force of destruc-
tion that is necromancy. We 
must fight their ignorance 
with our knowledge. Togeth-
er we can inform and culti-
vate peace and growth. 
Through it all, there does 
exist natural harmony in this 
modern world. We must see 
it, grow with it, encourage it, 
learn from it, and face the 
future together with a well-
learned respect for the Earth. 

 
If you so desire, feel free to 
seek me out via messenger, 
bird, or in person in the Ash 
Forest. I will share insight and 
discuss ideals at length. I 
freely offer my perspective, 
observations, and document-
ed notes on the characteristics 
and habits of this modern 
world. I am learning because I 
am listening. I can help edu-
cate because I seek to under-
stand.  

(continued from prior page) 
 
They use deadfall with appre-
ciation, and drastically modify 
diets and tools to allow for 
the continued and uninter-
rupted growth of greenery in 
their mountain region. I 
learned this because I lis-
tened.  
 
Friends, citizens, brothers 
and sisters: It is true, there 
are those in the modern 
world who are woefully igno-
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“ON BEHALF OF 

IMLADAR , I 

WOULD LIKE TO 

OPENLY THANK 

EVERY SINGLE 

PERSON THAT 

PARTICIPATED IN 

THE CAMPAIGN . ” 

BY KIALDA LOA 

BARONESS EZRI OF ASH FOREST UNWELL 

On an emergency mission 
which apparently took place 
in Lempur, Her Excellency 
was struck and infected by a 
large plant creature with pur-
ple-black blooms. While the 
forces present were able to 

recover Her Excellency, she 
seems to be affected by a pre-
viously unknown malady. It 
remains to be seen if these 
plant beings are in any was 
related to the two new dryads 
which have been reported, or 

not. The most skilled healers 
in the Ash Forest, as well as 
the entire faculty of the Grey-
stone Institute for Apothecar-
ial Arts, are working non-stop 
to attempt to find a cure. 

BY SQUIRE ALTOHTARO ARMAND 

BY ANORA BRIGHTMEADOW 



The huge number of Thessi 
refugees resurrecting in Ash-
bury have nothing -- literally. 
They come here naked, with 
no clothing, home, or posses-
sions. Many are innocent vic-
tims of a terrible regime; 
many were once slaves. It is 
our duty to welcome them 
and assist them in their time 
of need. 

I will be in Ashbury at the 
next gathering, holding a raf-
fle. For a silver, you can buy a 
ticket and possibly win some 

wonderful magic items, hors-
es, and other things that have 
been donated (or which were 
purchased by me for use in 
this raffle). A complete list 
will be made available that 
weekend. 

I am also accepting donations 
for the raffle. Surely you have 
something you can donate 
that the adventurers of Ash-
bury would like -- a bag full 
of potions or a quiver of ar-
rows? Anything. Perhaps you 
can donate a service: A cou-

pon for a massage, maybe. Are 
you an artist? Donate a promise 
to draw a portrait. Make a 
cake. We all have skills we can 
donate. 

 

With your help, we can raise 
the money needed to help 
those who have nowhere else 
to turn and, through no fault of 
their own, are in dire need of 
assistance. Thank you. 

 

Sir Eros Clearbrook 

RAFFLE TO SUPPORT REFUGEES 

IT HAS AGAIN 

PROVEN TO US 

THAT THE 

“WHO ’S WHO” OF 

THE DUCHY 

READS OUR FINE 

PAPER (AND WHY 

SHOULDN ’T 

THEY?)  
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BY SIR EROS CLEARBROOK 

NEW JUNGLE SPOOKS NOBLES 

preparation for the coming 
waves, time was spent men-
tioning and attempting to 
track this new Jungle. 

It has again proven to us that 
the “who’s who” of the Duchy 
reads our fine paper (and why 
shouldn’t they?) as it seems 
that it was OUR breaking of 
the story that tipped many of 

them off to this disaster. 

Our reporters and offices 
have been barraged with 
questions about the current 
disasters from all manner of 
people, including members of 
the peerage.  It seems that 
following this story is going 
to be important to everyone. 

The Ashbury Times reported 
last month that there was a 
new Jungle growing to the 
South.  

In the wake of the Thessi dis-
aster there was some very 
public dreaming by Baronial 
Nobility and prominent ad-
venturers.  In addition to 

BY PROSERPINA GLAEDWINE 

BLYTHDALE RECRUITING ! 

what we stand for. We fight 
for the people of Ashbury and 
do not stand for any sort of 
injustice. We conduct our-
selves according to the Code 
of Chivalry and we will al-
ways come to another's aid, 
be it not against the Code. 

We are looking for people 
from all walks of life and a 
variety of skills. Anyone is 
welcome. 

If you wish to join our court 
please seek out an established 
member. We will allow you 
to travel with us for a period 
of time to see if you qualify. 

 
Signed, 

Baron Garathon  

Dame Readella 

Sir Khorwyn 

To all interested parties, 

The court of Blythedale is 
actively seeking new mem-
bers. We wish to expand our 
court, as well as help any who 
feel they would like to join 
the military or walk the path 
of nobility. 

If you do not know about 
Blythedale let us give you a 
small idea of who we are and 



Avid Times Nappers have gleaned the following Dream Requests: 

 

Lila the Red Panda Wildling seeks Arrow Fletching 

 

Seraph is selling muffins, pies, and delivery bacon.  

(Yes DELIVERY BACON) 

 

Both Vinser, and ‘Honest’ Murphy McFinnegan are put-

ting together merchant rings.  It is not known if they are 

working together but seek either of them out for all man-

ner of things. 

 

Both The Healers and Mages guilds seem to be active 

again. If that interests you, seek them out. 

If you’re well-spoken and seeking extra coin, the Ashbury 

Times has an opportunity for you! We’re actively seeking 

contributors of news articles in exchange for good silver. 

For further information, speak with a local Times 

representative or send a missive to our headquarters in 

Ashbury City! 

 

“Hey Murphy, ya skipped town on me. Don’t worry, I got 

yer clocks. See you soon.- Lucian” 

 

Free Service for Adventuring types. Learn the art of shadow 

concealment, and low profile movements.    

Seek out Vincent Tarethial.  

 

Are you reading this sentence? Your fellow citizens are too! 

Advertise here to get your message out. Rates so low you’d 

think we’re just giving the space away! (We Are) 

ADVERTISEMENTS & PERSONALS 

actually 
open nego-
tiations 
with the 
“New Thes-
si”.  It was 
impossible 
for The 
Times to 
find out 
which no-
bles said what.  If anybody 
reading this can provide us 
with more news we would 
pay real coin. 

Speaking of members of the 
peerage, Squire Nuheron of 
Nordenn turned many heads 
with an unexpected return to 
the front lines. Perhaps  the 
academic life was too brutal 
for his tastes. 

Speaking of brutality, it 
would seem that not every 
fight on Thessi went off 
without a hitch– a large raid 
of Undead and Gryphons saw 

Greetings readers.  Bitter-
sweet seems to be the gen-
eral mood right now. 

You would think the news of 
so many defeated enemies 
would keep people happy, 
but you would be wrong.  
The constant stream of res-
urrections has Healers ex-
hausted and a dour mood 
throughout the duchy.   
Through it all, here’s what 
people are talking about. 

Many people are abuzz with 
talk of the death of the Thessi 
emperor himself.  The mor-
bid details are curious in-
deed; apparently the collect-
ed adventures turned down 
the opportunity to land the 
coup de grace, as there are 
reports an obliteration set 
was being provided.  There 
also seemed to be a big con-
troversy amongst the gath-
ered nobility over whether to 

adventurers visiting 
the circle.  What 
seems to have com-
pounded things is 
many of the town 
leaders were off 
searching for Sir Ket 
and Dame Kailani.  
Avid readers of this 
section would know 
that they are a couple 

and may assume that they 
were off for some alone 
time.  However you would 
again be wrong, they had 
apparently been captured by 
the Thessi.  While the Times 
fully endorses the prospect of 
the young knights getting 
some “alone time,” we’d 
advise finding some better 
hosts, next time. 

Speaking of Dame Kailani, 
and on a lighter note. The 
Knight was seen/heard loud-
ly proclaiming that she was 
taking Dame Readella of 

TALK OF THE TAVERN 

Blythedale  to bed and drag-
ging her towards the Blythe-
dale cabin.  We wonder if Sir 
Ket is aware. 

It is just as well that the nobil-
ity were able to have some 
moments of levity, for it is 
looking like all are going to 
have their hands full with the 
newfound Dryad menace. 
Almost nothing is known 
about the two Dryads who 
have both appeared to the 
adventurers and spoken in the 
Dream, aside from that they 
seem to have immense pow-
er. 

Their recent handiwork, sink-
ing the Isle of Thessi, has led 
to thousands of resurrections.  
The biggest question on peo-
ple minds is where are all 
these people going to go?  
Ashbury is not one to turn 
away those in deed, but is 
there a limit to the amount of 
aid one Duchy can give? 


